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1Generalized Grouped MMSE Based
Multi-stage Interference Cancellation Scheme
for OFDMA Uplink Systems with CFOs
Rui Fa † and Li Zhang ‡
Abstract
In uplink OFDMA systems with CFOs, there always be a dilemma that high performance and
low complexity can not be obtained simultaneously. In this paper, in order to achieve better trade-
off between performance and complexity, we propose a grouped minimum mean squared error (G-
MMSE) based multi-stage interference cancellation (MIC) scheme. The first stage of the proposed
scheme is a G-MMSE detector, where the signal is detected group by group using banks of partial
MMSE filters. The signal group can be either user based or subcarrier based. Multiple novel IC units
are serially concatenated with the G-MMSE detector. Reusing the filters in the G-MMSE detector
significantly reduces the computational complexity in the subsequent IC units as shown by the complexity
analysis. The performance of the proposed G-MMSE-MIC schemes are evaluated by theoretical analysis
and simulation. The results show that the proposed schemes outperform other existing schemes with
considerably low complexity.
Index Terms – Orthogonal frequency division multiple-access (OFDMA), interference cancella-
tion (IC), multiuser interference (MUI), carrier frequency offset (CFO).
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) has recently attracted a great deal of
research interest due to its potential of high spectral efficiency, inherent immunity to multipath
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2fading and simplified equalization [1]–[11]. It has been selected as one of the physical-layer
multiple-access technologies in the recent wireless metropolitan area network (MAN) standard
IEEE 802.16 [12] and 3GPP-LTE [13]. Despite its appealing features, OFDMA is extremely
sensitive to carrier frequency offsets (CFOs), which may be induced by Doppler effects and/or
a misaligned local oscillator. The presence of CFOs results in the loss of mutual orthogonal-
ity among subcarriers, produces both intercarrier interference (ICI) and multiuser interference
(MUI), and degrades the system performance [8], [9]. Counteracting CFOs in OFDMA uplink
is particularly difficult mainly due to two reasons. Firstly, CFO estimation is a difficult job in
uplink OFDMA, apparently due to the presence of multiple CFOs [3], [8], [14], [15]. Secondly,
the detection is also challenging even given perfect CFO estimation, because the compensation of
one user’s CFO would misalign other users and cause severe MUI [5], [9]–[11], [16]–[19]. It is
a common practice to employ a particular synchronization policy where the CFOs are estimated
during the downlink phase, then returned by a downlink control channel and compensated at
each user before uplink transmission [20]. However, even with this approach, residual frequency
errors may be present in the received uplink signals at the base station (BS) due to estimation
errors and/or Doppler shifts. In this case, novel synchronization and compensation algorithms
are still required at the BS [7], [10].
In this paper, we focus on the compensation assuming that CFO estimation has been ac-
complished [14], [15]. There are a few schemes proposed for detection in uplink OFDMA
systems with CFOs. In [16], the CLJL scheme (named after the four authors’ initials) was
proposed to compensate the CFOs after the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) using circular
convolution rather than before the DFT. Apart from the CLJL scheme, other schemes can be
roughly grouped into two categories: one is for interference cancellation (IC) schemes including
parallel interference cancellation (PIC) using circular convolution, such as Huang-Letaief Circular
Convolution (HLCC) [10] and weighted linear PIC (WLPIC) [11] schemes, and also including
selective PIC (SPIC) [9] and successive interference cancellation (SIC) schemes [17]; the other is
for minimum mean squared error (MMSE) based schemes [5], [18], [19]. On one hand, most of
the above IC schemes, namely, CLJL, HLCC, WLPIC, cannot provide satisfactory performance
when the normalized CFOs (by subcarrier spacing) are greater than 0.3 (or less than -0.3),
while the range of the normalized CFOs [−0.5, 0.5) is more reasonable [18]. On the other hand,
MMSE-based schemes are too complex to implement due to the requirement of matrix inversion.
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3Although [18], [19] proposed banded method and iterative implementation to approach MMSE
scheme, the computational complexity is still high. Moreover, both IC schemes and MMSE-
based schemes degrade much with the generalized carrier assignment scheme (GCAS), which is
the current trend in OFDMA due to its flexibility for dynamical resource allocation [7], [10].
In this paper, we propose a grouped minimum mean squared error (G-MMSE) based multi-
stage interference cancellation (MIC) scheme for the uplink OFDMA systems with CFOs, in
order to achieve better trade-off between performance and complexity. Although group-wise
interference cancellation (GIC) has been discussed in the CDMA and MIMO systems [21], [22],
there are many questions to be answered when applying the group-wise IC concept in the uplink
OFDMA systems with CFOs, for example, how to form a group, how to cancel interference
and what is the theoretical performance. The GIC schemes for CDMA and MIMO systems
are similar, as a MIMO spatial multiplexing system can be equivalently viewed as a CDMA
system. The code signatures (CDMA) or the spatial signatures (MIMO) are broken into many
small groups while in OFDMA systems, there is no such signature. Thus, the GIC scheme has
to be tailored according to the specifications of the OFDMA system. To our best knowledge,
there is no contribution to the group-wise IC for the uplink OFDMA systems in the literature
so far. Here, we propose a scheme which consists of multiple stages. The first stage is a G-
MMSE detector, where the signal is detected group by group using banks of partial MMSE
filters. The grouping can be user-based and subcarrier-based. Multiple novel IC units, which
are different with the conventional SIC and PIC schemes, are serially concatenated with the
G-MMSE detector. Because the filters in the G-MMSE detector can be reused in the subsequent
IC units, the computational complexity is greatly reduced according to the complexity analysis.
Furthermore, the bit error probability (BEP) performance of the proposed scheme is theoretically
analysed and validated by simulations. The numerical results show that the proposed G-MMSE-
MIC schemes outperform other existing schemes with considerable low complexity.
The main contributions we have made in our paper are listed as follows
1) A G-MMSE detector is proposed. Both user-grouped (UG) and subcarrier-grouped (SCG)
methods are described and investigated for the OFDMA uplink system.
2) An IC unit, which is different with the conventional SIC and PIC schemes, is proposed.
3) Multiple IC units are serially concatenated with the G-MMSE detector. The computational
complexity is greatly reduced since the filters in the G-MMSE detector can be reused in
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4the subsequent IC units.
4) The complexity analysis and theoretical BEP performance analysis are carried out.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents the uplink OFDMA system model.
The G-MMSE algorithm is developed for the uplink OFDMA systems and the UG and SCG
methods are presented in Sec. III. Sec. IV describes the proposed IC units and MIC scheme.
Subsequently, Sec. V carries out the complexity analysis and theoretical performance analysis.
Finally, the simulation results and conclusions are given in Sec. VI and VII, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR OFDMA UPLINK
The OFDMA uplink system under consideration consists of one base station (BS) and K user
terminals communicating with the BS simultaneously. For simplicity, we assume that both time
synchronization and sampling are ideally performed as [10] did. Reader who are interested in
the algorithms achieving time synchronization may refer to [8] and references therein. Suppose
that N subcarriers are used for transmitting signal and are evenly divided into K ′ (K ′ ≥ K)
subchannels. To avoid aliasing problem at the receiver, a number N0 of null subcarriers are
placed at both edges of the signal spectrum. Each subchannel contains Nc = (N − 2N0)/K ′
subcarriers. Denoting the i-th block of frequency-domain modulated symbols sent by the k-th
user as sk(i), where k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, and the j-th entry of sk(i) is non-zero only if the j-th
subcarrier is assigned to the k-th user. Define a mapping vector Mk = {Mjk|j = 1, ..., N} to
indicate the subcarrier mapping for the k-th user, where the subcarrier assignment is given by
Mjk =

 1 j is assigned to the k-th user0 j is not assigned to the k-th user . (1)
We also define an index vector Ik with the length of Nc to record the indices of subcarriers
assigned to the k-th user. For the subband carrier assignment scheme (SCAS), the subcarriers
assigned to one user are adjacent while for the GCAS, they are assigned in a random fashion. A
cyclic prefix (CP) of length Np is appended to eliminate the inter-block interference (IBI). The
resulting signal uk(i) with the length of N +Np is transmitted over the channel. The multipath
channel, which is a tapped delay line (TDL) model, is assumed static over an OFDM block but it
may vary from block to block. Let hk(i) = [h
0
k(i), h
1
k(i), ..., h
Nh−1
k (i)]
T denote the discrete-time
channel impulse response (CIR) of the k-th user during the i-th block, where (·)T is the transpose
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5operator and Nh is the channel length, which is usually less than or equal to (Np + 1). Without
loss of generality, we drop the block index i in the following text for simple notation. After
serial-to-parallel (S/P) conversion and the CP removal, an N dimensional vector y is formed. Let
ϵk denote the CFO normalized by subcarrier spacing between the k-th user and the BS, which
is uniformly distributed over the range of [−0.5, 0.5). The received OFDMA signal vector y in
the presence of CFOs is mathematically written as
y =
K∑
k=1
Γ(ϵk)HkF
Hsk + n, (2)
where
• Γ(ϵk) = diag(1, ej2πϵk/N , ..., ej2πϵk(N−1)/N);
• F is theN -point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix with entries F p,q = 1√N exp
(−j2πpq
N
)
,
(0 ≤ p, q ≤ N − 1) and (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose;
• Hk is the circulant channel convolution matrix corresponding to the k-th user;
• n is circularly symmetric white Gaussian noise with zero-mean and covariance matrix σ2nIN ,
where IN is the identity matrix of order N and σ
2
n is the noise power.
According to [23], we note that Hk = F
HD(Hk)F , where D(·) is diagonal matrix operator
and Hk is the channel frequency response (CFR), which is obtained by F¯ hk, where F¯ is the
first Nh columns of F .
After applying DFT on (2), the frequency-domain received signal vector Y can be written as
Y =
K∑
k=1
FΓ(ϵk)F
HD(Hk)sk + Fn,
= Πs+ v,
(3)
where
• Π =
∑K
k=1 FΓ(ϵk)F
HD(Hk)D(Mk);
• s =
∑K
k=1 sk;
• v = Fn is the frequency-domain noise vector.
III. GROUPED MMSE ALGORITHM
In this section, the grouped MMSE (G-MMSE) algorithm for OFDMA uplink systems is
presented. Using the full MMSE (FMMSE) algorithm proposed in [18], the detected soft symbol
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6zf is given by
zf =W
H
f Y , (4)
where
W f =
(
ΠΠ
H +
σ2n
σ2s
IN
)−1
Π, (5)
where subscript f denotes the FMMSE scheme and σ2s is the averaged power of the transmitted
signal on one subcarrier. The detected soft symbols zf finally can be demodulated to bit streams.
Due to the operation of matrix inversion, the FMMSE algorithm is too complex for practical
use, especially when the system size is large. For this reason, [18], [19] proposed banded
method and iterative implementation to approach FMMSE scheme, however, their computational
complexity is still high. In this paper, we propose a low-complexity G-MMSE algorithm, which
detects the signal group by group using banks of small size filters. Note that the G-MMSE is
not a true MMSE filter but a simplified MMSE or partial MMSE filter. Considering the truth
that the most impactive MAI comes from the neighbouring subcarriers, the G-MMSE scheme
ignores part of MAI by employing small size filters to achieve a trade-off between performance
and complexity. The signal can be grouped according to either associated users, termed as
user-grouped (UG) method or adjacent subcarriers termed as subcarrier-grouped (SCG). In the
subsequent subsections, we will introduce them in details, respectively.
A. User-Grouped Method
In the UG method, we organize the subcarriers allocated to the same user into one group, and
apply MMSE. Thus, the detection of the k-th user is mathematically given by
zk =W
H
k Y k,
W k = (ΠkΠ
H
k +
σ2n
σ2s
INc)
−1
Πk,
Πk = Π(Ik,Ik),
Y k = Y (Ik),
(6)
where {W k = {wk,n′ |n′ = 1, ..., Nc}|k = 1, ..., K} are K banks of filters where wk,n′ is the
filter for the k-th user’s n′-th subcarrier. zk is the detected soft symbol vector of the k-th user.
The mapping between the overall subcarrier index n and {k, n′} is given by
n = Ik(n
′).
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7The entries of Πk ∈ CNc×Nc and Y k ∈ CNc×1 are selected from Π and Y , respectively, according
to the index vector Ik, which records the indices of subcarriers assigned to the k-th user. Fig. 1
illustrates the entry selection of Πk for both the SCAS and the GCAS. Note that Fig. 1 (a) is
shared by the SCG method regardless of the CAS, which will be detailed in the next subsection.
In this case, for example, if the j-th, m-th and n-th subcarriers (recorded in Ik) are assigned to
the k-th user, the entries marked with the cross shadow in the figure are selected. The difference
between the SCAS and the GCAS is that Πk for the SCAS is the sub-matrix on the diagonal
of Π while the entries of Πk for the GCAS are randomly distributed in Π.
B. Subcarrier-Grouped Method
In the SCG method, we organize adjacent subcarriers into groups. Suppose that the number of
subcarriers in a group is Nsc and the number of groups then is G = N/Nsc. Thus, the g-th group
contains the indices of subcarriers from (g−1)Nsc+1 to gNsc whose index vector is denoted as
Ig, g = 1, ..., G, and there is no difference between the detectors for the SCAS and the GCAS
scenarios. Without loss of generality, the detection of the g-th group is mathematically given by
zg =W
H
g Y g,
W g = (ΠgΠ
H
g +
σ2n
σ2s
INsc)
−1
Πg,
Πg = Π(Ig,Ig),
Y g = Y (Ig),
(7)
where zg denotes the detected soft symbol vector with the order of Nsc for the g-th group,
where g = 1, ..., G the entries of Πg ∈ CNsc×Nsc and Y g ∈ CNsc×1 are selected from Π and Y ,
respectively, according to the index vector Ig, which records the indices of adjacent subcarriers
grouped into the g-th group. {W g = {wg,n′ |n′ = 1, ..., Nsc}|g = 1, ..., G} are G banks of filters
where wg,n′ is the filter for the n
′-th subcarrier in the g-th group. The mapping between the
overall subcarrier index n and {g, n′} is given by
n = Ig(n
′).
The entry selection of Πg is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) where the entries marked with the cross
shadow are selected. Note that {Πg|g = 1, ..., G} are G sub-matrices of Π and locate on its
diagonal.
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8The explicit differences between the UG-MMSE and SCG-MMSE detectors, which are re-
flected in equations (6) and (7), are the subscripts k/g and the index vector Ik/Ig. But the
inherent difference between these two algorithms, which we are claiming, is the way to organize
a group. Different grouping method would bring different features into the algorithm.
IV. PROPOSED MULTI-STAGE INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION SCHEME
Besides the advantage of low-complexity which thanks to the small size matrix inversion,
another advantage of the G-MMSE algorithm is that we can reuse the filters {W k|k = 1, ..., K}
for the UG method or {W g|g = 1, ..., G} for the SCG method in the subsequent IC stages. As a
result, the system performance can be greatly improved, without causing significant complexity
increase. In this section, we will discuss the proposed UG-MMSE-MIC and SCG-MMSE-MIC
schemes with the novel IC strategy, respectively.
A. UG-MMSE-MIC scheme
The diagram of the proposed multi-stage interference cancellation scheme is depicted in Fig. 2,
which can be shared by both the UG-MMSE-MIC and the SCG-MMSE-MIC schemes. In the
UG method case, the proposed UG-MMSE-MIC scheme concatenates the UG-MMSE detector,
shown as W 1, ...,WK , with multiple IC units, whose pseudo code is given in Table I (a). Each
IC unit reuses K banks of filters {W k|k = 1, ..., K} in the UG-MMSE detector. Let sˆ(m)k denotes
the restored symbol vector obtained by
sˆ
(m)
k = Restore(z
(m)
k ), (8)
where Restore(z
(m)
k ) denotes the operator of restoring the symbol from the detected symbol
z
(m)
k , which contains demodulation and remodulation operations. The restored symbol vector
sˆ
(m)
k for the k-th user at the output of the m-th IC unit , will be sent to the (m + 1)-th IC
unit, where m = 1, ...,M and M is the total number of IC units. sˆ
(0)
k is the restored symbol
vector for the k-th user from the UG-MMSE detector, which is sent to the first IC unit. In
Table I (a), we formalize the pseudo code of the m-th IC unit, where without loss of generality,
we take example of the k-th user. Firstly, sm with the order of N is initialized to zero vector.
Then, K − 1 users’ restored symbol vectors (sˆ(m−1)1 , ..., sˆ(m−1)k−1 , sˆ(m−1)k+1 , ..., sˆ(m−1)K ), which are
detected from the (m− 1)th IC unit, are mapped into sm except the k-th user. Subsequently, by
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9subtracting the reconstructed signal of all other users from the received frequency-domain signal
vector, the signal Y (m), which theoretically contains only the k-th user is obtained. Reusing the
UG-MMSE detector W k on Y
(m)
k , which is formed by selecting entries from Y
(m) according
to Ik, we can get the detected symbol vector for the k-th user. It is worth noting that the 7-th
line of the pseudo-code not only sends the restored symbol vector to the output of current IC
stage, which will be used in the next IC unit, but also updates the restored symbol vector of
current IC unit, which will improve the subsequent detection of other users. This makes an
important difference between our proposed MIC scheme with the conventional PIC scheme.
Although conventional PIC scheme has less latency, our proposed UG-MMSE-MIC scheme can
provide much better performance. Note that the HLCC scheme, which applies the conventional
multi-stage PIC structure, will be compared with the proposed scheme in the simulations.
B. SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme
For the SCG method case, as depicted in Fig. 2, the proposed SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme
concatenates the SCG-MMSE detector, shown as W 1, ...,WG, with multiple IC units, whose
pseudo code is given in Table I (b). Let sˆ(m)g denote the restored symbol vector for the g-th
group at the output of the m-th IC unit, which will be sent to the (m + 1)-th IC unit, where
m = 1, ...,M and M is the total number of IC units. sˆ(0)g is the restored symbol vector for the
g-th group from the SCG-MMSE detector, which is sent to the first IC unit. In Table I (b), we
formalize the pseudo code of the m-th IC unit, where without loss of generality, we take the g-th
group as example. Similar with the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme, the 7-th line of the pseudo-code
not only sends the restored symbol vector to the output of current IC stage, which will be used
in the next IC unit, but also updates the detected symbol vector of current IC unit, which will
improve the subsequent detection of other groups.
V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, both complexity analysis in terms of the number of multiplications and
additions and bit error probability (BEP) analysis according to the signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) are carried out. The complexity of both the UG-MMSE-MIC and SCG-
MMSE-MIC schemes are analysed, respectively, due to their different nature of processing. For
the performance analysis, only the SCG-MMSE and SCG-MMSE-MIC algorithms are considered
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because the procedures for BEP analysis of the UG method is exactly the same with the SCG
method.
A. Complexity Analysis
The computational complexity of our proposed UG-MMSE-MIC and SCG-MMSE-MIC schemes
in terms of the number of multiplications and additions are is compared with other existing
schemes, namely the CLJL [16], the HLCC [10], the FMMSE and the BMMSE schemes [18],
and given in Table II. In these schemes, the CLJL is the simplest scheme with the complexity
of O(KN2c ), however it provides the worst detection performance as will be shown in the
simulations. The HLCC and the proposed UG-MMSE-MIC have comparable computational
complexity, which is O(MKN2). The proposed SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme has complexity of
O(MGN2), which is related to the number of groups. The FMMSE scheme has the highest
complexity of O(N3) and the BMMSE scheme, whose complexity of O(Nτ 2) is determined by
the parameter τ , is a complexity efficient algorithm to approximate the FMMSE scheme. Note
that the complexity of the CLJL, the HLCC and the proposed UG-MMSE-MIC algorithms are
related to the parameters K and Nc. This means that once the number of users and the number
of subcarriers allocated to a single user are fixed at the transmitter side, the complexity of the
receiver using these three algorithms is fixed, as shown in Table II. While the complexity of
the proposed SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme, which is independent to K and Nc, is determined by
flexible parameter Nsc and corresponding G, which can be selected to achieve the best trade-off.
Unlike the above algorithms, the complexity of the proposed SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme is flexible
since it is determined by Nsc and corresponding G rather than K and Nc. Thus, in this case,
we may have the freedom to achieve the best trade-off between performance and the complexity
by selecting Nsc. We compare the proposed schemes with the existing schemes in two different
ways. Firstly, the required operations of multiplications and additions for the proposed UG-
MMSE-MIC scheme and other existing schemes are illustrated using the bar chart in Fig. 3 (a)
with a system setting of N=128, K=8, Nc=16. According to [10], [18], the number of IC stages
M is equal to 2 and τ is set to 30 to provide reasonable performance. Note that although the
complexity of the proposed scheme is slightly higher than the HLCC scheme, as will be shown in
the simulations, it outperforms other existing schemes including the FMMSE scheme. Secondly,
the required operations of multiplication and addition against Nsc for the proposed SCG-MMSE-
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MIC scheme and other existing schemes are illustrated in Fig. 3 (b) with a system setting of
N=128. The number of IC stages M and τ are also equal to 2 and 30, respectively. It is worth
emphasizing that in the figure Nsc for all algorithms except the SCG-MMSE-MIC represents Nc
and only the value of Nsc for the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme can be chosen at the receiver end.
For example, Nsc=4 in the figure means that Nc=4 and K=32 for all other algorithms while the
SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme can configure the parameters to achieve the best trade-off between
the performance and the complexity regardless of K and Nc. As illustrated in Fig. 3 (b), for
example, for a system with 32 users (K=32, Nc=4), the complexity of the HLCC algorithms has
Nsc=4 with 9.86E+5 multiplications and 1.05E+6 additions, while the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme
can employ Nsc = 16 so that it only requires 3.05E+5 multiplications and 2.95E+5 additions.
B. Performance Analysis
This subsection presents theoretical performance analysis of the G-MMSE detector and G-
MMSE-MIC scheme. The analysis is motivated by the performance studies of PIC in [24] where
the error probability is analysed in terms of the SINR. In order to present the complex analysis
procedure clearly, we divide the analytical task into three steps: the first step is the BEP analysis
of the G-MMSE detector, the second is the BEP analysis of the G-MMSE-MIC schemes with
perfect IC, and the third is the BEP analysis of the G-MMSE-MIC schemes with IC errors.
Since the main difference between the UG-MMSE and SCG-MMSE schemes is the use of the
subscript k/g and the index vector Ik/Ig, which would not affect the performance analysis, we
only present here the analysis of the SCG-MMSE detector and SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme.
1) SCG-MMSE Detector: Let us denote the average BEP of the G-MMSE detector as P¯
G
,
which is given by
P¯
G
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
[∫
Hn
∫
ϵ
PeGn (Π)p(Hn)p(ϵ)dHndϵ
]
,
P¯
G
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
[∫
Hn
∫
ϵ
PeGn (Π|Hn, ϵ)p(Hn)p(ϵ)dHndϵ
]
, (9)
where PeGn (Π|Hn, ϵ) denotes the BEP of the G-MMSE detector on the n-th subcarrier condi-
tioned on the CFR H and the CFOs ϵ, since Π is determined by H and ϵ according to (3),
p(Hn) and p(ϵ) are the probability density functions (PDFs) of the fading amplitude on the n-th
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subcarrier and the CFOs, respectively. Because it is impossible to derive a close form to evaluate
the error probability, our method is to average the EP over the channel and CFOs as many as
possible in a Monte-Carlo fashion. we employ a semi-theoretical method to divert the problem
from calculating BEP conditioned on the PDFs of channel and CFOs theoretically. We generate
L sets of channel coefficients and CFOs randomly as we did for Monte-Carlo simulation. The
semi-theoretical BEP is then calculated directly rather than counting the BER. The final BEP is
averaged over L sets of channels and CFOs. If L → ∞, the semi-theoretical analysis will be
approximated to theoretical one. Note that for given H and the CFOs ϵ, Π is fixed. Thus, since
the CFOs are uniformly distributed, the average BEP P¯
G
can be approximated to
P¯
G ≈ 1
N
N∑
n=1
[∫
Hn
PeGn (Π)p(Hn)dHn
]
,≈ 1
N
N∑
n=1
[
lim
L→∞
L∑
i=1
PeGn (Π(i)) p (Hn(i))
]
,
P¯
G ≈ 1
N
N∑
n=1
[
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
PeGn (Π(i)|Hn(i), ϵ(i))
]
, (10)
where Π(i) is for the i-th block transmission.
As is well known that in a multicarrier system, a frequency-selective fading channel is viewed
as several independent frequency-flat fading subchannels on individual subcarriers. We assume
that the fading amplitude of each frequency-flat fading subchannel satisfies Rayleigh distribution.
In this case, the frequency-domain received signal vector Y (i) for the i-th block in (3) can
be further re-written as
Y (i) =
Sg,n′ (i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Π
(Ig(n′))(i)s(Ig(n
′))(i)
+
VG
g,n′
(i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
N∑
n˜ = 1
n˜ ̸= Ig(n
′)
Π
(n˜)(i)s(n˜)(i) + v(i),
(11)
where Π(n)(i) denotes the n-th column of the matrix Π(i) and s(n)(i) denotes the n-th element
in the vector s(i), the frequency-domain received signal of the n′-th subcarrier in the g-th
group is denoted as Sg,n′(i) and the corresponding interference caused by other subcarriers plus
noise is denoted as VGg,n′(i). Let us assume that the interference-plus-noise V
G
g,n′(i) is Gaussian
distributed. The assumption is reasonable because of central limit theorem. Under our system
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P¯
G
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
[
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
Q
(√
2
E [|wHn (i)Sn(i,Ig)|2]
E
[|wHn (i)VGn (i,Ig)|2]
)
p (Hn(i))
]
(15)
model, the output of the SCG-MMSE detector for the n′-th subcarrier in the g-th group is written
as
zg,n′(i) = w
H
g,n′(i)Y g(i)
= wHg,n′(i)Sg,n′(i,Ig) +w
H
g,n′(i)V
G
g,n′(i,Ig).
(12)
According to the mapping between n and {g, n′}, the SINR for the n-th subcarrier can be given
by
γGn|Π(i) =
E
[|wHn (i)Sn(i,Ig)|2]
E
[|wHn (i)VGn (i,Ig)|2] , (13)
where E[·] donotes the expectation operator. According to [24], [25], the BEP PeGn (Π(i)|Hn(i), ϵ(i))
can be easily obtained by
PeGn (Π(i)|Hn(i), ϵ(i)) = Q(
√
2γGn|Π(i)), (14)
where γGn|Π(i) denotes the SINR of the symbol carried on the n-th subcarrier with given Π(i)
and
Q(x) ,
1√
2π
∫ ∞
x
e−t
2/2dt.
By substituting (13) into (14) and then (10), we can obtain the average BEP P¯
G
for the SCG-
MMSE detector as (15).
2) SCG-MMSE-MIC Scheme With Perfect IC: In the perfect IC case, the interference from
other groups are perfectly cancelled, thus, the frequency-domain post perfect IC (PPIC) signal
vector Y PPIC can be written as
Y PPIC(i) =
Sg,n′ (i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Π
(Ig(n′))(i)s(Ig(n
′))(i)
+
VPPIC
g,n′
(i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Nsc∑
n˜ = 1
n˜ ̸= n′
Π
(Ig(n˜))(i)s(Ig(n˜))(i) + v(i) .
(16)
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P¯
PPIC
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
[
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
Q
(√
2
E [|wHn (i)Sn(i,Ig)|2]
E
[|wHn (i)VPPICn (i,Ig)|2]
)
p (Hn(i))
]
(18)
The SINR of the n-th subcarrier for the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme with perfect IC can be given
by
γPPICn|Π(i) =
E
[|wHn (i)Sn(i,Ig)|2]
E
[|wHn (i)VPPICn (i,Ig)|2] . (17)
By substituting (17) into (14) and then (10), we can further obtain the average BEP of the
SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme with perfect IC, as given by (18).
3) SCG-MMSE-MIC Scheme With IC Errors: The interference will be even enhanced when
IC errors (ICE) occur in the N −Nsc cancelled symbols. Let us define error event sets {Ej|j =
0, 1, ..., N − Nsc} for the case when j errors out of N − Nsc symbols occurred in the current
IC stage. The number of error events in the error event set Ej is Ne = C(N − Nsc, j), that is
Ej = {ecj|c = 1, ..., Ne}, where C(n, r) denotes the combination operator as
(
n
r
)
and ecj denotes
the c-th error event in the error event set Ej . We can write the BEP of the SCG-MMSE-MIC
scheme with ICE PeICEn,m(Π(i)|Hn(i), ϵ(i)) on the n-th subcarrier in the m-th IC unit for the i-th
block. For simplicity, we drop Hn(i), ϵ(i) and write PeICEn,m(Π(i)) as
PeICEn,m(Π(i)) =
N−Nsc∑
j=0
Ne∑
c=1
PeICEn
{
Π(i)|ecj
}
Pm−1{ecj}, (19)
where Pm−1{ecj} is the probability for the error event ecj , which can be calculated based on the
BEP from the (m − 1)-th IC stage PeICEn,m−1(Π(i)). Note that for the first IC stage (m = 1),
PeICEn,m−1(Π(i)) is Pe
G
n (Π(i)). Pe
ICE
n
{
Π(i)|ecj
}
is the BEP conditioned on the error event ecj ,
which can be written as
PeICEn
{
Π(i)|ecj
}
= Q(
√
2γICEn|Π(i),ecj), (20)
where γICEn|Π(i),ecj is the SINR conditioned on the error event e
c
j . To calculate γ
ICE
n|Π(i),ecj , we can
write the frequency-domain signal vector conditioned on the error event ecj as Y
ICE
ecj
(i) in (21),
where the second item of V ICEg,n′|ecj(i) denotes the extra interference caused by the error event e
c
j .
Thus, γICEn|Π(i),ecj is given by
γICEn|Π(i),ecj =
E
[|wHn (i)Sn(i,Ig)|2]
E
[
|wHn (i)V ICEn|ecj(i,Ig)|2
] . (22)
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Y ICEecj
(i) =
Sg,n′ (i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Π
(Ig(n′))(i)s(Ig(n
′))(i)+
V ICE
g,n′|ec
j
(i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Nsc∑
n˜ = 1
n˜ ̸= n′
Π
(Ig(n˜))(i)s(Ig(n˜))(i) +
∑
j
2Π(nj)(i)s(nj)(i) + v(i) .
(21)
Similar with (9), we can write the average BEP of the proposed SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme
for the m-th IC unit P¯
ICE
m as
P¯
ICE
m =
1
N
N∑
n=1
[
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
PeICEn,m(Π(i))p (Hn(i))
]
. (23)
To explain our performance analysis clearly, we take an example of a small system. Let us
consider a system with N=8 subcarriers, Nsc=4 subcarriers in each group and G=2 groups.
Suppose we are calculating the BEP for the third subcarrier (n=3), which is supposed to locate
in the first group. Thus, the IC errors will only occur in the second group and the possible
number of errors j is from 0 to N − Nsc, in this case, is 4. When there are j erroneous
subcarriers out of 4 subcarriers, Ne will be
(
4
j
)
possible combinations of erroneous subcarriers,
say j=2, then Ne=6. The error event set E2 contains 6 error events {ec2|c = 1, ..., 6} where
{e12 = {5, 6}, e22 = {5, 7}, e32 = {5, 8}, e42 = {6, 7}, e52 = {6, 8}, e62 = {7, 8}}. To calculate
PeICE3,1 (Π(i)) for the first IC stage (m=1), we have to take all error event sets into account and
consider the BEPs of all the error events based on PeGn (Π(i)) as a priori probabilities. Based
on a priori probability considering 1 − PeGn (Π(i)) for correct subcarriers and PeGn (Π(i)) for
erroneous subcarriers, we obtain the probability of the error event P0{ecj}, for example, P0{e12}
is obtained by
PeG5 (Π(i))Pe
G
6 (Π(i))(1− PeG7 (Π(i)))(1− PeG8 (Π(i))).
Using (20), (21) and (22), we can obtain PeICE3
{
Π(i)|ecj
}
conditioned on the error event ecj . By
calculating error probabilities conditioned on all error events PeICE3
{
Π(i)|ecj
}
and their a priori
probabilities Pm−1{ecj} where j = 1, ..., N −Nsc, c = 1, ..., Ne, and substituting them into (19),
we can obtain PeICE3,1 (Π(i)). The average BEP for the first IC stage is obtained by averaging
PeICEn,1 (Π(i)) over all N subcarriers and all the blocks according to (23).
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, numerical results of the proposed schemes including both the UG-MMSE-
MIC and SCG-MMSE-MIC schemes are reported. Consider an OFDMA uplink system with
N=128 subcarriers and both uncoded binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and quadrature phase-
shift keying (QPSK) modulations, which is operating in the 5 GHz frequency band and the
subcarrier spacing equal to 10.94 kHz. Considering that N0 ̸= 0 zero carrier guards placed at
both edges of signal spectrum in the practical system improve the performance, we investigate
the system with N0 = 0 as the worst case. That means each frame contains 128 symbols.
The channel coefficients and CFOs change frame by frame. Both the SCAS and the GCAS
are employed as the subcarrier allocation scheme for the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme and only
the GCAS is considered for the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme because with the SCAS, the SCG-
MMSE-MIC scheme is similar with the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme. We define two scenarios for
the investigation: scenario one employs K = 8 and Nc = 16, and scenario two employs K = 32
and Nc = 4. The channel between each user and the BS is assumed invariant within one block,
but may change independently from one block to the next. The length of the channel Nh is 8
and the average power of each tap follows exponential power delay profile given by
E
[|hlk|2] = e−l/Nh , 0 ≤ l ≤ Nh − 1, (24)
where E[·] denotes the expectation operator. The length of CP is Np=8. The normalized CFOs
are randomly selected from [−0.5, 0.5). We evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes
in terms of the bit error rate (BER) against the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR is defined
as
SNR = 10 log10
σ2s
σ2n
. (25)
All simulation results are averaged over 5000 independent frame iterations. In the rest of this
section, we will firstly show the BER against SNR performance of the proposed schemes and
other existing schemes in the system with perfect CFO estimation for both BPSK and QPSK
modulations. Secondly, we will show the performance of the proposed schemes in the system
with CFO estimation errors. At last, the analytical performance is given and validated by the
simulation results.
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A. With Perfect CFO Estimation
In this part, we assume that the CFO estimation is perfect. For the proposed UG-MMSE-MIC
scheme, we firstly consider the uplink OFDMA systems employing the SCAS and the BPSK
signal. Fig. 4 compares the BER performance of all the discussed schemes for the OFDMA
uplink system with the scenario one. It is shown that the proposed UG-MMSE-MIC scheme has
superior performance. The performance at the first IC unit of the proposed scheme has slightly
better performance than other existing schemes, even including the FMMSE scheme. There is
more than 1 dB SNR gain between the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme with two IC units and the
FMMSE scheme at the BER level of 1E-3. The performance of the proposed scheme with two
IC units is very close to that of the system without CFO when the SNR is lower than 25 dB.
Next, the BER performance of the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme, the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme
and all the discussed schemes is investigated for the OFDMA uplink system with the GCAS
and the BPSK signal in the scenario one. In Fig. 5, the plots show that although the UG-MMSE
detector has a similarly inferior performance as the CLJL scheme, with the concatenated IC
units, the performance of the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme is greatly improved. At the BER level
of 0.007, the performance at the output of the first IC unit (m=1) has nearly 5 dB SNR gain
against the BMMSE scheme, nearly 3 dB gain against the HLCC scheme with two IC stages
(m=2), and nearly 1 dB gain against the FMMSE scheme, respectively. Concatenating one more
IC unit (m=2) produces more than 5 dB SNR gain at the BER level of 0.002, compared to
the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme with one IC unit. On the other hand, the plot also shows that the
SCG-MMSE detector has better performance than the CLJL scheme and the HLCC scheme
with one IC stage and the performance is further improved when IC units are used. At the
BER level of 0.005, the performance at the output of the first IC unit (m=1) has nearly 3 dB
SNR gain against both the BMMSE scheme and the HLCC scheme with two IC stages (m=2).
Concatenating one more IC unit (m=2) produces more than 5 dB SNR gain at the BER level of
0.001. The SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme with two IC units has comparable performance with the
FMMSE when the SNR level is lower than 30 dB. The FMMSE scheme performs better than
the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme with two IC units when the SNR level is higher than 28 dB. But
depending on the requirement of the system performance, we can simply concatenate more IC
units to improve the performance, without increasing the complexity significantly.
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Furthermore, the plot also shows that the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme performs better when the
SNR is lower than around 28 dB but the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme is better at high SNR level.
As we know that the detector is typically operated at low to moderate SNR region for the coded
systems, so the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme is more suitable for the coded systems. Note that for
the GMMSE detector without IC, the SCG method has better performance than the UG method.
In the SCG method, the group is formed according to adjacent subcarriers, where the central
subcarriers are protected from other groups, thus the interference from other groups is much
lower than the UG method because in the UG method, each subcarrier in one group possibly
is interfered by its neighboring subcarriers, which are located locate in other groups (allocated
to different users). However, the situation is different when the IC units are employed. The
interference from other groups is cancelled so that the interference coming from the same group
becomes dominant. Since the inter-group interference of the UG method is much smaller than
the SCG method, UG-MMSE-MIC becomes better. On the other hand, the performance of the
UG-MMSE-MIC also depends on the performance of the previous stage of detection or IC. Thus,
with the increase of the SNR, because the residual interference caused by detection errors of the
UG method is larger than that of the SCG method, the UG-MMSE-MIC produces an error floor.
That is the reason why there is a crossover between SCG-MMSE-MIC and UG-MMSE-MIC,
and why the UG-MMSE-MIC performs better for low SNR and the SCG-MMSE-MIC is better
at high SNR.
In Fig. 6, we examine the proposed scheme in the scenario two using two parameter settings,
Nsc=4 and Nsc=16, denoted as S1 and S2, respectively. Clearly, the proposed scheme with Nsc=16
performs better than that with Nsc=4. The complexity of the scheme with Nsc=16 is also much
lower than that of Nsc=4 according to the results in Fig. 3 (b). That is, the flexibility of the
proposed scheme allows us to choose the optimal value for Nsc to achieve the best trade-off
between the performance and complexity.
We also investigate the BER performance of the proposed schemes and all the discussed
schemes for the OFDMA uplink system with the GCAS and the QPSK signal. The results
shown in Fig. 7 indicate that the proposed algorithms perform also very well with higher order
modulation. Compared with the results of the BPSK signal, the performance of the QPSK signal
has a 3 dB right-shift, which is consistent to the theory.
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B. With CFO Estimation Errors
In this part, we consider the case that CFO estimation errors exist. Suppose that CFO estimation
has been accomplished by the methods in [14], [15]. The CFO estimation MSE is assumed to be
[0.05, 0.003, 0.001, 0.0004, 0.00018, 0.0001, 0.00007, 0.00006, 0.00006] for the corresponding
SNRs [0:5:40]. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The results indicate that with reasonable CFO
estimation errors, the impact on the performance of all the algorithms is small.
C. Analytical Performance
To validate the performance analysis, the theoretical performance is evaluated for a simplified
demonstration system with N=8 subcarriers, K=4 users, channel order Nh=4, Nsc=4 subcarriers
in each group and G=2 groups, considering extremely high number of C(n, r) operation when
n is large. The theoretical results are shown in Fig. 9 in comparison with simulation results.
The simulation results closely match the analytical results and effectively validate the theoretical
analysis.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, in order to achieve better trade-off between performance and complexity for the
OFDMA uplink system, we proposed a grouped minimum mean squared error (G-MMSE) based
multi-stage interference cancellation (MIC) scheme. The first stage of the proposed scheme is
a G-MMSE detector, where the signal is detected group by group by a bank of partial MMSE
filters. The grouping can be implemented according to either corresponding users or adjacent
subcarriers, leading to the UG method and SCG method. By concatenating multiple novel IC
units with the G-MMSE detector, the system performance is greatly improved. Since the filters
in the G-MMSE detector can be reused in the subsequent IC units, the computational complexity
is greatly reduced according to our complexity analysis. The BEP performance of the proposed
scheme is theoretically analysed and validated by simulations. The numerical results show that
the proposed G-MMSE-MIC schemes outperforms other existing schemes with considerable low
complexity.
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Fig. 1. (a) The illustration of entry selection, which can be shared by the UG method with the SCAS and the SCG method
regardless of the CAS, and where K is the number of users for the UG method and G is the number of groups for the SCG
method. (b) The illustration of entry selection for the k-th user’s Πk for the UG method with GCAS.
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Fig. 2. The diagram of the proposed multi-stage interference cancellation scheme shared by both the UG-MMSE and SCG-
MMSE algorithms, where K is the number of users for the UG method and G is the number of groups for the SCG method.
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Fig. 3. Complexity comparison (a) Complexity comparison for the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme against other existing schemes.
(b) Complexity in terms of multiplications and additions against Nsc for the SCG-MMSE-MIC against other existing schemes.
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TABLE I
THE PSEUDO CODE FOR THE m-TH IC UNIT FOR (A) THE UG-MMSE-MIC SCHEME (B) THE SCG-MMSE-MIC SCHEME..
(a)
1: for k = 1 to K do
2: Initiating s(m) = 0N , where 0N is the zeros column vector of order N .
3: Mapping (sˆ
(m−1)
1 , ..., sˆ
(m−1)
k−1 , sˆ
(m−1)
k+1 , ..., sˆ
(m−1)
K ) to s
(m);
4: Y (m) = Y −Πs(m);
5: Y
(m)
k = Y
(m)(Ik);
6: z
(m)
k = W
H
k Y
(m)
k ;
7: sˆ
(m)
k = sˆ
(m−1)
k = Restore(zk);
8: end for
(b)
1: for g = 1 to G do
2: Initiating s(m) = 0N , where 0N is the zeros column vector of order N .
3: Mapping (sˆ
(m−1)
1 , ..., sˆ
(m−1)
g−1 , sˆ
(m−1)
g+1 , ..., sˆ
(m−1)
G ) to s
(m);
4: Y (m) = Y −Πs(m);
5: Y
(m)
g = Y
(m)(Ig);
6: z
(m)
g = W
H
g Y
(m)
g ;
7: sˆ
(m)
g = sˆ
(m−1)
g = Restore(zk);
8: end for
TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF ALGORITHMS.
Algorithm
Number of operations per block
Multiplications Additions
CLJL [16] KN2
c
KN2
c
−KNc
HLCC [10] MKN2 + (K + 2MK)N2
c
− 2MKNcN MKN
2 + (K + 2MK)N2
c
− (K +MK)Nc
FMMSE 3N3 +N2 +N 2N3 − 2N2 +N
BMMSE [18] 5Nτ2 + 9Nτ + 3N 5Nτ2 + 8Nτ + 2N
UG-MMSE 3KN3
c
+KN2
c
+Nc 2KN
3
c
− 2KN2
c
+KNc
UG IC Unit KN2 − 2KNNc + 2KN
2
c
KN2 −KNNc +KN
2
c
−KNc
UG-MMSE-MIC MKN2 − 2MKNNc + 3KN
3
c
+ (K + 2MK)N2
c
MKN2 −MKNNc + 2KN
3
c
+ (MK − 2K)N2
c
+ (K −MK)Nc
SCG-MMSE 3GN3
sc
+GN2
sc
+Nsc , 2GN
3
sc
− 2GN2
sc
+GNsc ,
SCG IC Unit GN2 − 2GNNsc + 2GN
2
sc
GN2 −GNNsc +GN
2
sc
−GNsc
SCG-MMSE-MIC MGN2 − 2MGNNsc + 3GN
3
sc
+ (G + 2MG)N2
sc
MGN2 −MGNNsc + 2GN
3
sc
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Fig. 4. BER against SNR performance comparison of the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme and other existing schemes using the SCAS
and the BPSK signal.
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Fig. 5. BER against SNR performance comparison of the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme, the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme and other
existing schemes using the GCAS and the BPSK signal. For the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme, Nsc is set to 16.
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Fig. 6. BER against SNR performance comparison of the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme and other existing schemes for the GCAS
and the BPSK signal in the second scenario, with k = 8, Nc = 16. S1 stands for the first setting with Nsc = 4; S2 stands for
the second setting with Nsc = 16.
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Fig. 7. BER against SNR performance comparison of the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme, the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme and other
existing schemes using the GCAS and the QPSK signal.
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Fig. 8. BER against SNR performance comparison of the UG-MMSE-MIC scheme, the SCG-MMSE-MIC scheme and other
existing schemes using the GCAS and the BPSK signal, considering CFO estimation errors.
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Fig. 9. BER against SNR performance comparison between the theoretical results and the simulation results in a demonstration
scenario with N=8 subcarriers, K=4 users, channel order Nh=4, Nsc=4 subcarriers in each group and G=2 groups.
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